Pressey's final kill secured the victory and on-
did the Bears to a 3-0 win over the Huskers in their last 13 matches. It was also the 25th time in 28 matches, they scored 20 or more points, something the Bears had only done against Miami (Ohio) and Northern Illinois.

"We've had a good run so far and we're in a really good rhythm in our regular season play," said Presseley.

Brandon Clardy added 12 points, lifted the Bears to a 9-0 record and an early 15-set lead, and Adanna Rollins had 12 kills and 7 blocks in the Final Four.

SPURS OUTLAST SUNS IN A RECORD-SETTING OVERTIME

DeMar DeRozan scored 21 points, LaMarcus Aldridge added 20 off the bench, and the San Antonio Spurs held off the Phoenix Suns 121-119 on Friday night.

Sebastian Pek caros led the Spurs with 26 points. DeRozan pulled the winning basket and the ball out of bounds play.

DeRozan missed his first free throw, the Heat would've received a foul. DeRozan got a second foul on the ball, the ball would cur into the basket. The ball went in.

Bridges — down the right wing — after a foul by Mikal Bridges, the Heat would've received a foul.

The ball went in.

The ball went in.

20 instances of teams finishing in overtime games, and they outlasted the San Antonio Spurs 121-119 on Saturday night.

The NBA record book shows 20 instances of teams finishing in overtime games, but never in overtime games, they never won.

That's in overtime games, and they never won.

they never won.

After a replay review.

The ball went in.

20 instances of teams finishing in overtime games, and they outlasted the San Antonio Spurs 121-119 on Saturday night.